
 

Bad Reputation at high cost 

Some organizations try to improve part of this service dramatically but they forget to 

make sure that other parts of the service are good enough. 

• Recently a company announced in the major newspaper in Egypt about a certain 

service. The ad was one page of this daily newspaper for several days. I decided to 

call them one day and I heard a recorded message that tells me that no one is 

available to answer my call. I repeated the trial on the same day and in the next 

day and every time I got the same reply. I was not even told to wait until someone 

is available. You may think I called after the working hour but I actually called 

during the hours they mentioned in their ad. They spent on the ad and did not 

spend on their sales persons? If the company cannot answer to your call when 

your are asking about their services, how will they respond to you after your 

purchase the service 

• A big store, that I visited several times, has high quality products, very good 

offers, and very bad customer service. The customer associates do not know how 

to deal with customer professionally, and the management of the store does not 

know how to train or motivate them. The result is that I hate that store 

High Quality is not measured with what you did or what you spent. If the customer 

is not satisfied then you have low quality. To improve the customer perception about 

your service then you need the customer to be satisfied with everything in your service. 

It is not enough to have very high quality goods, it is not enough to have a store in very 

good location, it is not enough to spend millions in ads. You need to have a good 

service which means you need  to have trained employees, short waiting time, quick 

response, good service environment, good after sales service besides the high quality 

goods.  


